Abstract. In this paper we develop a theory of Grothendieck's six operations for adic constructible sheaves on Artin stacks continuing the study of the finite coefficients case in [12] .
Introduction
In this paper we continue the study of Grothendieck's six operations for sheaves on Artin stacks begun in [12] . Our aim in this paper is to extend the theory of finite coefficients of loc.
cit. to a theory for adic sheaves. In a subsequent paper [13] we will use this theory to study perverse sheaves on Artin stacks.
Throughout we work over a regular noetherian scheme S of dimension ≤ 1. In what follows, all stacks considered will be algebraic locally of finite type over S.
Let Λ be a complete discrete valuation ring and for every n let Λ n denote the quotient Λ/m n so that Λ = lim ← − Λ n . We then define for any stack X a triangulated category D c (X , satisfying all the usual adjointness properties that one has in the theory for schemes and the theory for finite coefficients.
In order to develop this theory we must overcome two basic problems. The first one is the necessary consideration of unbounded complexes which was already apparent in the finite coefficients case. The second one is the non-exactness of the projective limit functor. It should be noted that important previous work has been done on the subject, especially in [5] and [9] (see also [18] for the adic problems). In particular the construction of the normalization functor (3.3) used in this paper is due to Ekedahl [9] . None of these works, however, give an entirely satisfactory solution to the problem since for example cohomology with compact support and the duality theory was not constructed.
R lim for unbounded complexes
Since we are forced to deal with unbounded complexes (in both directions) when considering the functor Rf ! for Artin stacks, we must first collect some results about the unbounded derived category of projective systems of Λ-modules. The key tool is [12] , §2.
Projective systems.
Let (Λ, m) be a complete local regular ring and Λ n = Λ/m n+1 . We demote by Λ • the pro-ring (Λ n ) n≥0 . At this stage, we could have take any projective system of rings and Λ the projective limit. Let X /S be a stack (by convention algebraic locally of finite type over S). For any topos T , we will denote by T N the topos of projective systems of T .
These topos will be ringed by Λ, Λ • respectively. We denote by π the morphism of ringed topos π : T N → T defined by π −1 (F) = (F) n , the constant projective system. One checks the formula π * = lim ← − .
Recall that for any F ∈ Mod(T , Λ • ), the sheaf R i π * F is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U → H i (π * U, F). We'll use several times the fundamental exact sequence [8, 0.4.6] (2.1.1)
If * denotes the punctual topos, then this sequence is obtained from the Leray spectral sequence associated to the composite T N → * N → * and the fact that R i lim ← − is the zero functor for i > 1.
Recall that lisse-étale topos can be defined using the lisse-étale site Lisse-ét(X ) whose objects are smooth morphisms U → X such that U is an algebraic space of finite type over S.
Recall (cf. [3, exp. V] ). that a projective system M n , n ≥ 0 in an additive category is AR-null if there exists an integer r such that for every n the composite M n+r → M n is zero. • constructible if all the H i (M n )'s (i ∈ Z, n ∈ N) are constructible.
• almost zero if for any U → X in Lisse-ét(X ), the restriction of H i (M) toÉtale(U) is AR-null.
Observe that the cohomology sheaves H i (M n ) of a constructible complex are by definition cartesian.
Remark 2.3.
A constructible complex M is almost zero if and only if its restriction to some presentation X → X is almost zero, meaning that there exists a covering of X by open subschemes U of finite type over S such that the restriction M U of M toÉtale(U) is AR-null.
2.4.
Restriction of Rπ * to U. Let U → X in Lisse-ét(X ). The restriction of a complex M of
Proof. We view U both as a sheaf on X or as the constant projective system π * U. With this identification, one has (X lis-ét|U ) N = (X N lis-ét ) |U which we will denote by X N lis-ét|U . The following diagram commutes
where j denotes the localization morphisms and π is as above. Because the left adjoint j ! of j * is exact, j * preserves K-injectivity. We get therefore
As before, the morphism of sites ǫ −1 :Étale(U) ֒→ Lisse-ét(X ) |U and the corresponding one of total sites induces a commutative diagram
Since ǫ * is exact with an exact left adjoint ǫ * , one has
One gets therefore
As before, let T be a topos and let A denote the category of Λ • -modules in T N .
Proposition 2.6 (Lemma 1.1 of Ekedahl). Let M be a complex of A.
Proof. Assume M is AR-null. By [9, lemma 1.1] Rπ * H j (M) = 0 for all j. By [12, 2.1.10] one gets Rπ * M = 0. The second point follows from (1) using 2.5.
Remark 2.8. Here we view π is a morphism of ringed topos (T N , Λ n ) → (T , Λ n ). Then functor π * sends a Λ n -module M to the constant projective system M. In particular, π * is exact (in fact equal to π −1 ) and hence passes to the derived category.
Proof of 2.7:
The sheaf R i π * H j (π * M) is the sheaf associated to the presheaf sending U to
It follows from 2.1.1 and the fact that the system
satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition that this presheaf is isomorphic to the sheaf associated to
for all i > 0 and
By [12, 2.1.10] one can therefore assume M bounded from below. The lemma follows therefore by induction from (*) and from the distinguished triangles
In fact, we have the following stronger result: 
one further reduces to the case when N is a constant projective system of sheaves where the result is standard (and also follows from 2.7.
λ-complexes
Following Behrend and [3, exp. V, VI], let us start with a definition. Let X be an algebraic stack locally of finite type over S, and let A denote the category of Λ • -modules in X N lis-ét .
Definition 3.1. We say that
• a system M = (M n ) n of A is adic if all the M n 's are constructible and moreover all morphisms Λ n ⊗ Λ n+1 M n+1 → M n are isomorphisms; it is called almost adic if all the M n 's are constructible and if for every U in Lisse-ét(X ) there is a morphism N U → M U with almost zero kernel and cokernel with N U adic in Ué t .
• a complex M = (M n ) n of A is called a λ-complex if all the cohomology modules H is almost zero. D c (X ) is a triangulated category and has a natural t-structure whose heart is the localization of the category of λ-modules by the full subcategory of almost zero systems (cf. [5] ). Notice however that we do not know at this stage that in general Hom Dc(X ) (M, N) is a (small) set. In fact, this is equivalent to finding a left adjoint of the projection D c (A) → D c (X ) [15, section 7] . Therefore, we have to find a normalization functor M →M. We'll prove next that a suitably generalized version of Ekedahl's functor defined in [9] 
is an isomorphism (where we writeM for the normalization functor applied to the image of M in D c (X )).
Notice thatΛ = Λ (write Λ • = Lπ * Λ and use 3.5 below for instance). 
case the morphism 3.5.1 is equal to the natural isomorphism
This proves the "only if" direction.
For the "if" direction, note that since the functors e * n form a conservative set of functors, to verify thatM → M is an isomorphism it suffices to show that for every n the map e * nM → e * n M is an isomorphism. Equivalently we must show that the natural map
is an isomorphism. As discussed in [9, bottom of page 198], the natural map Lπ * Λ n → π * Λ n as AR-null cone. In the case when Λ is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizer λ, this can be seen as follows. A projective resolution of Λ n is given by the complex
¿From this it follows that Lπ * (Λ n ) is represented by the complex
Therefore the cone of Lπ * (Λ n ) → π * Λ n is in degrees m ≥ n and up to a shift equal to λ m−n Λ m which is AR-null.
Returning to the case of general Λ, we obtain from the projection formula and 2.6
The proposition then follows from 2.9.
We have a localization result analogous to lemma 2.5. Let M ∈ D(X lis-ét , Λ).
Proof. We use the notations of the proof of lemma 2.5. First, j * = Lj * commutes with Lπ * due to the commutative diagram
One is therefore reduced to prove that ǫ * = Rǫ * commutes with Lπ * . We have certainly, with a slight abuse of notation,
Therefore, if N denotes the restriction of M to X |U we get
Remark 3.7. The same arguments used in the proof shows that if M ∈ D c (X lis-ét , Λ • ) and M U is bounded for U ∈ Lisse-ét(X ), thenM U is also bounded. In particular, allM U,n are of finite tor-dimension.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of lemmas 3.6 and 2.5.
We assume now that Λ is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter λ. Let us prove the analogue of [9, Proposition 2.2]. Proof. Let U → X in Lisse-ét(X ) and
Let us prove first that (M) U ∈ D(Ué t ) is constructible and that the cone of (M) U → M U is AR-null. We proceed by successive reductions.
(1) Let d U = cd ℓ (Ué t ) be the ℓ-cohomological dimension of Ué t . By an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 2.7 using 2.1.1, the cohomological dimension of Rπ * is ≤ 1 +
Because Lπ * is of finite cohomological dimension, the same is true for the normalization functor. More preciseley, there exists an integer d (depending only on U → X and Λ) such that for every a
(2) One can assume N ∈ Mod(Ué t , Λ • ). Indeed, one has by the previous observations
where
Therefore one can assume N bounded. By induction, one can assume N is a λ-module. In the category of λ-modules, there exists n 0 such that N/ ker(λ n 0 ) is torsion free (namely the action of λ has no kernel). Because D c (Ué t ) is triangulated, we just have to prove that the normalization of both N/ ker(λ n 0 ) and ker(λ n 0 ) are constructible and the corresponding cone is AR-null.
(5) The case ofN = N/ ker(λ n 0 ). An adic representative L ofN has flat components L n , in other words
is an isomorphism. By 3.5, L is normalized and therefore N =L = L is constructible (even adic) and the cone L =N →N is AR-null because the kernel and cokernel of L →N are AR-null.
(6) We can therefore assume λ n 0 N = 0 (in the categories of λ-modules up to AR-isomorphisms) and even λN = 0 (look at the λ-adic filtration). The morphism
has AR-zero kernel and the normalization of both are therefore the same. But, N being adic, one has N n /λN n = N 0 for n ≥ 0. In particular, the morphism 3.9.1 is nothing but
and is an AR-isomorphism and
. One therefore has to show that the cone C of Lπ * N 0 → π * N 0 is almost zero. As before, one can assume replace X lis-ét by Ué t for some affine scheme U. On U, there exists a finite stratification on which N 0 is smooth. Therefore, one can even assume that N 0 is constant and finally equal to Λ 0 . In this case the cone of Lπ
AR-null by the same argument used in the proof of 3.5, and therefore this proves the first point.
We now have to prove thatM is cartesian. By 3.8 again, one is reduced to the following statement :
Let f : V → U be an X -morphism in Lisse-ét(X ) which is smooth. Then,
The same reductions as above allows to assume that M U is concentrated in degree 0, and that we have a distinguished triangle
with C AR-null and L either equal to Λ 0 or adic with flat components. Using the exactness of f * and the fact that M is cartesian, one gets a distinguished triangle
In both cases, namely L adic with flat components or L = Λ 0 , the computations above shows f * L = f * L proving thatM is cartesian. On the other hand, R i Γ(Rπ * (f * M)) is the usual ℓ-adic cohomology of X which in general does not agree with the cohomology with coefficients in Z ℓ .
Proof. Indeed, one has e
We are now able to prove the existence of our adjoint. 
Proposition 3.13. The normalization functor is a left adjoint of the projection
D c (X N ) → D c (X ). In particular, Hom Dc(X ) (M, N) is small for any M, N ∈ D c (X ).
Proof. With a slight abuse of notations, this means Hom
Therefore, we get for each i a projective system (Ext
Proof. Let X 
Fixing M, let
Then there is a commutative diagram
Ab which yields the equality
By the definition of F we have
we get for d = 1 an exact sequence
.
Therefore we just have to show the formula
which follows from the following lemma which will also be useful below.
and assume M is normalized. Then, one has
Proof. Let π n : X ≤n lis-ét → X lis-ét the restriction of π. It is a morphism of ringed topos (X is ringed by Λ n and X 
One has
It follows that π n * is exact and therefore
The isomorphism M n → Rπ n * M ≤n defines by adjunction a morphism Lπ 
proving the first point. The second point is analogous : 
Proof 
one obtains for every n a short exact sequence
These short exact sequences fit together to form a short exact sequence of projective systems, where the transition maps
are given by multiplication by λ. Since H i+1 (P · ) is of finite type and in particular has bounded λ-torsion, it follows that the map of projective systems
has AR-null kernel and cokernel. This proves (i).
For (ii), note that if z ∈ P i is a closed element then modulo λ the element z is a boundary.
Write z = λz ′ + d(a) for some z ′ ∈ P i and a ∈ P i−1 . Since P i+1 is flat over Λ the element
is a finitely generated Λ-module, Nakayama's lemma implies that H i (P · ) = 0. Thus by (i) the system H i (K n ) is AR-isomorphic to 0 which implies (ii). 
Using a similar 2-categorical limit method as in [7, 1.1.3] one can also define a triangulated category D c (X , Q l ).
Rhom
We define the bifunctor
by the formula
Recall that D c (X , Λ n ) denotes the usual derived category of complexes of Λ n -modules with constructible cohomology. 
is an isomorphism. By 3.12,
constructible complexees of Λ n+1 sheaves on Ué t . One is reduced to the formula
for our constructible complexes M, N on Ué t . This assertion is well-known (and is easy to prove), In summary, we have gotten the following result. N) ).
Remark 5.2. Accordingly, one defines
and M, N) ).
Tensor product
Let M, N ∈ D c (X ). We define the total tensor product
It defines a bifunctor
Proof. By definition this amounts to the usual adjunction formula
Proof. The morphism ev is defined to be the image of the identity map under the isomorphism
provided by 6.1.
Duality
Let's denote by f : X → S the structural morphism. Let
be the (relative) dualizing complex of X (ringed by Λ n ). Notice that f * Λ n = Λ n , with a slight abuse of notation.
7.1. Construction of the dualizing complex.
Proof. The key point is the following lemma:
Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Let S denote the acyclic complex on X
where the map S i → S i+1 is given by multipliciation by l if i is even and multiplication by l n+1 if i is odd. Let P denote the truncation σ ≤0 S (the terms of S in degrees ≤ 0). Then P is a projective resolution of Λ n viewed as a Λ n+1 -module and P := Hom · (P, Λ n+1 ) is isomorphic to σ ≥1 S and is also a resolution of Λ n . The diagram
defines a morphism of complexes P → P[1] whose cone is quasi-isomorphic to S [1] . Let M be a boundex complex of injectives. We then obtain a morphism
The cone of this morphism is isomorphic to Rhom(S, M) which is zero since S is acyclic. It follows that 7.3.1 is an isomorphism.
In particular
On the other hand, by [12, 4.4.3] , one has
Twisting and shifting, one gets 7.2.
7.4. Let U → X be an object of Lisse-ét(X ) and let ǫ : X | U → Ué t be the natural morphism of topos. Let us describe more explicitly the morphism ǫ. Let Lisse-ét(X ) |U denote the category of morphisms V → U in Lisse-ét(X ). The category Lisse-ét(X ) |U has a Grothendieck topology induced by the topology on Lisse-ét(X ), and the resulting topos is canonically isomorphic to the localized topos X lis-ét|U . Note that there is a natural inclusion Lisse-ét(U) ֒→ Lisse-ét(X ) |U but this is not an equivalence of categories since for an object (V → U) ∈ Lisse-ét(X ) |U the morphism V → U need not be smooth. Viewing X lis-ét|U in this way, the functor ǫ −1 maps F on Ué t to F V = π −1 F ∈ Vé t where π : V → U ∈ Lisse-ét(X ) |U . For a sheaf F ∈ X lis-ét|U corresponding to a collection of sheaves F V , the sheaf ǫ * F is simply the sheaf F U .
In particular, the functor ǫ * is exact and, accordingly H * (U, F) = H * (Ué t , F U ) for any sheaf of Λ modules of X . Proof. The topos X N lis-ét can be described by the site S whose objects are pairs (n, u : U → X ) where u is a lisse-étale open and n ∈ N. We want to use the gluing theorem [12, 2.3.3] .
• Let us describe the localization morphisms explicitly. Let (U, n) be in S. An object of the localized topos X N |(U,n) is equivalent to giving for every U-scheme of finite type V → U, such that the composite α : V → U → X is smooth of relative dimension d α , a projective system
where F V,m ∈ Vé t together with morphisms
The localization morphism
is defined by the truncation
We still denote j n
n (F) = (F) m≤n (the constant projective system). One has
• As in the proof of 3.16, the morphisms e i : X → X N , i ≤ n can be localized inẽ i :
They form a conservative sets of functors.
• One has a commutative diagram of topos
One has π −1 n (Λ n ) = (Λ n ) m≤n -the constant projective system with value Λ n -which maps to (Λ m ) m≤n : we will ring X |U (and also both X and Ué t ) by Λ n and therefore the previous diagram is a diagram of ringed topos. Notice that e −1 n = e * n implying the exactness of e * n .
• Let us define
where K U,n ∈ D c (Ué t , Λ n ) is the dualizing complex.
• Let f : (V, m) → (U, n) be a morphism in S. It induces a commutative diagram of ringed topos
By the construction of the dualizing complex in [12] and 7.2, one has therefore
Therefore, Ω U,n defines locally an object D c (S, Λ • ). Let's turn to the Ext's.
• The morphism of topos π n :
One has therefore π n * F = F n and p n * F = F n,U .
In particular, one gets the exactness of p n * and the formulas (7.5.4) Rp n * = p n * and π n * =ẽ * n .
Using (7.5.1) we get the formula
Therefore one has
By sheafification, one gets
Therefore, the local data (Ω U,n ) has vanishing negative Ext's.
. By 7.5.2, one has • Using the formula j n • e n =ẽ n • j (7.5.1) and 7.5.2, one obtains
By [12, 3.2.2] , the isomorphisms glue to define a functorial isomorphism e * n Ω • = Ω n . By 7.2 and 3.5, Ω • is normalized with constructible cohomology.
• The uniqueness is a direct consequence of (3.15).
7.6. The duality theorem. Let M be a normalized complex. By 3.16, one has (7.6.1) e
n Ω) (3.16). The complex Ω is of locally finite quasi-injective dimension in the following sense. If X is quasi-compact, then each Ω n is of finite quasi-injective dimension, bounded by some integer N depending only on X and Λ, but not n. Therefore in the quasi-compact case one has
Let's now prove the duality theorem. 
Proof. Both assertions are local on X so we may assume that X is quasi-compact. Because Ω is of finite quasi-injective dimension, to prove the first point it suffices to prove (1) for bounded below complexes. In this case the result follows from 4.1.
For the second point, one can assume M normalized (becauseM is constructible (3.9) and normalized. Because Ω is normalized (7.2), the tautological biduality morphism
Using 7.6.1, one is reduced to the analogous formula
n M where D n is the dualizing functor on D c (X lis-ét , Λ n ), which is proven in loc. cit..
Proof. Indeed by 6.1 we have 
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The assertion is clearly local in the smooth topology on Y so we may assume that Y is a scheme. Furthermore, if X • → X is a smooth hypercover by schemes and
is the complex corresponding to M under the equivalence of categories [16, 9.8] it suffices to show the analogous statement for the morphism of topos
Furthermore by a standard spectral sequence argument (using the sequence defined in [16, 9.8]) it suffices to prove the analogous result for each of the morphisms f n : X n,ét → Yé t , and hence it suffices to prove the lemma for a finite type morphism of schemes of finite type over S with theétale topology where it is standard.
Proof. The assertion is clearly local on Y, and hence we may assume that both X and Y are quasi-compact. It follows immediately from the definitions that the pullback functor Lf
take λ-complexes to λ-complexes and AR-null complexes to AR-null complexes and therefore induces a functor
Λ). Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. We can rewrite the formula as
which follows from the usual adjunction between Rf * and Lf * .
9. The functors Rf ! and Rf ! 9.1. Definitions. Let f : X → Y be a finite type morphism of S-stacks and let Ω X (resp.
We then define
and
. Then by 7.8 the formula can be written as
which is 8.3.
Lemma 9.3. If f is a smooth morphism of relative dimension d, then there is a canonical isomorphism Rf
Proof. By the construction of the dualizing complex and [12, 4.5.2] we have
From this and biduality 7.7 the lemma follows.
If f is a closed immersion, then we can also define the functor of sections with support H 0 X on the category of Λ • -modules in Y N . This functor is right adjoint to f * and taking derived functors we obtain an adjoint pair of functors
Both of these functors take AR-null complexes to AR-nul complexes and hence induce adjoint functors on the categories D c (Y, Λ) and D c (X , Λ).
Proof. By the gluing lemma this is a local assertion in the topos X N and hence the result follows from [12, 4.6.1] .
Proof. This follows from the same argument proving [12, 4.6.2] .
Finally using the argument of [12, 4.7] one shows:
There is also a projection formula 
Computing cohomology using hypercovers
For this we first need some cohomological descent results.
Let X be a algebraic stack over S and X • → X a strictly simplicial smooth hypercover with the X i also S-stacks. We can then also consider the topos of projective systems in X •,lis-ét which we denote by X We also define a normalization functor
Proof. For any integer n, there is a canonical commutative diagram of ringed topos
where r n denotes the restriction morphisms. Furthermore, the functors r n * are exact and take injectives to injectives. It follows that for any
¿From the definition of π * it also follows that r n * Lπ * = Lπ * r n * , and from this it follows that the restriction ofM to X n is simply the normalization of M| Xn . From this and 3.9 the statement thatM → M has almost zero cone follows.
, note that by 3.9 we know what for any integers i and n the restriction H i (M)| Xn is a constructible (and in particular cartesian) sheaf on X n,lis-ét . We also know by 2.5 that for any n and smooth morphism U → X n , the restriction of 
As in 3.13 it follows that the normalization functor induces a left adjoint to the projection 
and the subcategories of almost zero complexes coincide under this equivalence.
We therefore have obtained Proposition 10.3. Let X be an algebraic stack over S and X • → X a strictly simplicial smooth hypercover with the X i also S-stacks. Then, the morphism
is an equivalence with inverse ǫ * .
Consider next a morphism of nice stacks f : X → Y. Choose a commutative diagram
where ǫ X and ǫ Y are smooth (strictly simplicial) hypercovers by nice S-stacks. The functors
evidently take almost zero complexes to almost zero complexes and therefore induce functors
It follows from the construction that the diagram
commutes. 
Proof. We take Y • → Y to be the constant simplicial topos associated to
The functor Rǫ Y * is just the total complex functor (which passes to D c ), and hence we obtain the corollary from the standard spectral sequence associated to a bicomplex. 
Proof. Apply the preceding corollary to D X (F).
Kunneth formula
We prove the Kunneth formula using the method of [12, §5.7] .
Lemma 11.1. For any
Proof. By 6.1 it suffices to exhibit a morphism
which we obtain from the two evaluation morphisms
Let Y 1 and Y 2 be nice stacks, and set
Lemma 11.2. There is a natural isomorphism
Proof. This is reduced to [12, 5.7 .1] by the same argument proving 7.5 using the gluing lemma.
there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Note first that there is a canonical map
Indeed by adjunction giving such a morphism is equivalent to giving a morphism
and this in turn is by 8.3 equivalent to giving a morphism
We therefore obtain the map 11.3.2 from the adjunction morphism Ω Y i → Rp i * p *
i Ω Y i . Combining this with 11.1 we obtain a morphism
which by 11.2 defines the morphism 11.3.2.
To see that this morphism is an isomorphism, note that by the definition this morphism is given by the natural map
in the topos Y N . That it is an isomorphism therefore follows from [12, 5.7.5] .
Let f i : X i → Y i be morphisms of nice S-stacks, set X := X 1 × X 2 , and let f := f 1 × f 2 :
Theorem 11.4. There is a canonical isomorphism in D c (Y, Λ)
Proof. As in [12, proof of 5.7.5] we define the morphism as the composite
That this morphism is an isomorphism is reduced, as in the proof of 11.3, to loc. cit. Proof. This is shown by the same argument proving [12, 5.5.7] . 12.5. Base change by an immersion. In this case one can define the base change arrow using the projection formula 9.6.1 as in [12, 5.3] .
Note first of all that by shrinking on Y it suffices to consider the case of a closed immersion.
Let A ∈ D c (X , Λ). Since b is a closed immersion, we have b * Rb * = id. By the projection formulas for b and f we have
Now clearly f * b * = a * f ′ * . We therefore have
Applying b * we obtain the base change isomorphism.
